This article concerns functioning of small and medium enterprises and in particular: craft ones. In the sector structured European Union, the abovementioned stand for 80-95% of the existing companies and moreover, they generate the biggest number of job positions and the national income. The article focuses on a selected part of SME sector: craft enterprises and especially, on fi nancing their activities. This fi nancing relates to both, fi nancing craft businesses' investments and their current operations. In the fi rst part of the text one presents a literary query concerning the defi nition of a craft enterprise and the resulting from its characteristic functioning: conception and tools for fi nancing investments and current operations of craft enterprises. In the second part, one demonstrates the results of researches on the conception and the tools for fi nancing craft enterprises functioning on the Polish market. In the summary of the article one demonstrates conclusions concerning the ways of maintenance and (in many cases innovative) changes of the conception and the tools for fi nancing craft enterprises. The element congruous with the basic topic of the article relating to the current functioning of a craft enterprise in the real environment (both: inner and outer one), is its functioning in the digital surrounding (including with regard to the conception of fi nancing activities), which correlates with the dynamic development of ICT technologies. The aforementioned development together with digitalization determines many aspects of craft enterprises' functioning; also the ones connected with fi nancing tools and conceptions. Referring to the things stated, it is clear that ICT technologies should be taken into account in enterprise's current activities and in other aspects of its functioning e.g. communication, as well as eservices it provides and receives.
Introduction
Small and medium enterprises (SME) sector has a key role in economic growth, employment and poverty alleviation [1] , [4] , [17] . In Europe is about 20 million SME and they play an important role in the European economy. These are mostly micro-enterprises and in 2012 employed approximately 86.8 million people. This represents 66.5% of all European jobs for that year. Almost 5.1 million enterprises operate in the manufacturing and the construction sectors; of these, 99.6% are SMEs [9] , [10] . Beck et al. [2] , [3] , [8] presented a positive relationship between the share of SMEs in manufacturing and gross domestic product (GDP) per capita growth.
According to Central Statistical Offi ce of Poland (CSO) data, SME sector enterprises operating in Poland generate almost three fourth of Polish GDP. Result at a level of 71.8% in 2011, after a small drop in share in 2010, can mean a return to an upwards trend observed during the years 2006-2009. If we look at the enterprises' GDP share structure, it turns out that SME generate every second zloty (47.3%), including the smallest enterprisesevery third (29.4%). Medium entities' share is three times smaller (10.1%) than the one of micro enterprises, whereas, in case of small enterprises -almost four times (7.8%). In 2011, in comparison with 2010, the share of big companies in creating enterprises' GDP increased, whereas, the one of micro and medium enterprises -dropped, and in case of small ones -remained at a similar level [22] .
The aforementioned results of the SME sector enterprises' infl uence, including micro enterprises, on the structure and level of Polish GDP, constitute grounds for detailed research in various areas of its functioning.
According to the CSO data, one can state that in majority (estimated level of 90%), craft enterprises remain micro ones. Micro and craft (-type) enterprises in Europe are not only the main source of job creation in the EU, but they are active in many rather traditional professions that are essential for the prosperity and wellbeing of both urban and rural areas [6] . In compliance with the defi nition, craft is an independent business activity on a small scale, of a production -service character, conducted to the benefi t of the workshop's owner and with his personal work input [13] . Craft enterprises can be also defi ned as a unique form of small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) and represent an combination between the manufacture of products and the fulfi lment of artistic vision [30] .
In comparison with the meaning of the notion "craft" binding until the end of 1972, provisions of the industrial law of 1927 extended its generic scope that at that time covered some types of service and production activities, until then not considered as craft. In compliance with the industrial law, craft would refer only to these types of activities that have been enumerated in the list of crafts [11] . Article 1 of the Act of 8 June 1972 on performance and organization of craft that entered into life as of 1 January 1973, defi ned craft as professional performance of production and service economic activities by natural persons, on their behalf [13] .
The defi nition of the craft in accordance with the Act on performing and organizing craft of 1972 [13] includes an element stating that craft is performed by natural persons, thus, it requires personal work of a craftsman. However, this provision did not exclude employing in limited scope contract employees, if it resulted from economic conditions or requirements of service or production processes. The principle of personal performance of the craft resulted in limiting the possibility to perform craft by registered partnerships, limited liability companies and public limited companies constituted by legal persons acting pursuant to 4, XVIII, 2015 Finance the provisions of commercial code. Companies of this type conducting craft activity as of the act on performance and organization of craft of 1972 entered into life could have been run in the hitherto prevailing form not longer than until the end of 1974. The provisions of the act did not limit the possibility to perform craft together by two or more craftsmen, who set up a company in compliance with the provisions of the civil code [12] . Craftsmen, who intended to run craft activity together had to possess license to perform craft as well as professional qualifi cations if these were required with regard to a particular type of craft.
During the process of political-economic changes in 1989, also legal regulations concerning craft were passed. Article 2.1. of the act of 22 March 1989 on craft [14] defi nes the notion of craft with the following words: "craft means professional performance of economic activity by a natural person or company's partners with qualifi ed own work input, on their own behalf and to their benefi t with employment of up to 50 employees". A craftsman is a person performing given economic activity. This act similarly as the previous one, does not defi ne trade and transport activities, hotel services, services performed within liberal professions, medical services (with an exception of orthotic services) as well as production and service activities performed by visual artists and photographers as craft. The majority of these craft companies are family micro and small enterprises. As of today, there are 121 craft professions, in which qualifi cations can be confi rmed at a level of apprentice and master before examination committees of craft chambers. The list of these professions is subject to changes, since, as a result of technical and technological development, new professions are continuously being created. Some professions are so specifi c that they are performed only in particular regions of the country, for example, professions such as: young shepherd, shepherd, fi sh processing worker or amber processing worker.
Researchers conducted all over the world and in our country proved that in the market economy, small and medium enterprises constitute one of fundaments of local and global economy constituting a signifi cant group of its enterprises (level of approximately 90%). Their establishment, development and functioning has a signifi cant meaning for the development of local, regional, country and foreign markets as well as on the global market. It should be also added that development on the global market primarily constitutes a dynamic development of ICT technologies and thus, virtualization of their functioning. Craft enterprises typically have insuffi cient resources, inadequate access to specialised expertise and limited opportunities to make an impact on the marketplace [30] . One of the way to improve the competitive position of craft enterprises is by forming networks, cooperation, clusters [26] , [30] and strengthening by innovation [26] . Innovation is nowadays a key factor for entrepreneurial activity [16] , [28] . Innovation performance is higher in SMEs that are proactive in strengthening their relationships with innovative suppliers, users, and customers. Moreover SMEs will have better new product development results if they improve their relationships with laboratories and research institutes [19] . R&D is no doubt a major resource for innovation. Innovation is progressively seen by analysts as an "interactive" and "distributed" process [29] . An increasing number of studies [7] , [18] , [20] , [21] , [25] , [32] show that fi rms must increase their number of interactions with other market base actors (i.e., customers and suppliers) or research institutions (i.e., universities and research centers).
Tools, Instruments and Conceptions of Financing Activity of Craft Enterprises
Selection and availability of relevant forms of fi nancing activity of craft enterprises constitutes an incredibly important aspect in their development process. Effective implementation of fi nancing instruments optimal for particular types of craft enterprises determines their longterm position on particular national and foreign markets. Each sector has own characteristics (e.g. regarding product, technology, processes, relations with environment and others) which is refl ected in types and manners of implementing tools and instruments for fi nancing. This article is aimed at identifying tools, instruments and conceptions for fi nancing craft enterprises functioning on the Polish market. A supplementary aim of the study is to identify barriers in using tools and instruments and selected conceptions in fi nancing functioning of craft enterprises. For the purposes of this study, fi nancing of craft enterprises' functioning within Finance investment as well as operational sphere was defi ned.
Taking into consideration only the investment activity of SME sector, in compliance with the Report on its condition of 2013 [22] , one can quote, as follows:
1. An increase in investment outlay in SME sector in 2011, in comparison with previous year amounted to 13% [22] . SME sector's participation in investments of enterprises sector was ranging during the years 2003 -2011 between 44% and 50%, whereas, in last two years it insignifi cantly exceeded 50%. One should also note that whole SME sector contributes value of resources to investment activities that is comparable to the one of big enterprises. The value of SME investment outputs in 2011 amounted to PLN 80.8 million, whereas, in case of big enterprises -PLN 80.4 billion and was bigger by 13% in case of SME sector and by 14% in case of big enterprises, in comparison with previous year [22] .
The motion presented in the report is very interesting, as it concerns the amount of revenues in particular types of SME sector enterprises on the investment activities, "and thus, as a rule, one can note that along with the increase of the size of enterprise the amount of investment outputs in revenues increases, although differences between particular categories of sizes of enterprises are not as big, and in micro enterprises it amounts to 3.72%, in small -3.61%, in medium -4.39%, and in the biggest ones -4.98%" [22] .
In the quoted report, the investment activities of enterprises in selected European countries in 2010 have been characterized and are as follows: "in comparison with other countries, investments in fi xed assets of an average company in Poland ( One should note that a year before, i.e. in 2009, only Hungary had lower result than Poland. In 2010, Poland was included among a small group of countries (Norway, Ireland, Germany, Great Britain, Sweden, Romania, Cyprus, Italy, Spain) that experienced an increase of outputs on fi xed assets of an average company in comparison with 2009. Despite an improvement in the level of investment outputs of enterprises in enumerated countries in 2010, these are still lower than the results from 2008 -on average by 31% for all presented countries.
Poland was included among countries (Norway, Austria, Ireland, Germany, Sweden, Cyprus, Hungary and the Czech Republic), where 20% of drop in outputs, in 2010, was noted in comparison with 2008, therefore, with time, the biggest economic slowdown in euro zone and the USA. Countries where the biggest drops in outputs were noted in comparison with 2008 are as follows: Slovakia (86%), Latvia (64%), Bulgaria (54%), Slovenia (45%), Luxemburg (44%), Estonia (43%), and Croatia (443%). Italy was the only country that experienced an increase in investment outputs per one enterprise in comparison with 2008 (by 6%) [22] . 4, XVIII, 2015
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While analyzing contemporary structures of assets, one can clearly notice a shift in the direction of assets of intangible assets' character. One can enumerate such valued positions as: brand, know-how, licenses and others. In contemporary enterprises (in particular, in big international corporations) one can notice in the structure of assets a dominance -both, with regard to the structure and value of particular intangible assets' position, including intangible assets -with regard to the value of tangible assets. Recognizing this aspect in SME sector's enterprises, including craft enterprises, is extremely interesting. A separate aspect constitutes studying a level of awareness of this type of possible intangibles in assets structure in SME sector, including craft enterprises. Currently, a literary query does not allow any stipulation of trustworthy data regarding this extremely interesting area of SME sector enterprises' functioning, including craft enterprises. This aspect can turn out signifi cant for contemporary markets (both in real and digital environment) in fi nancing investment as well as all activities of SME sector enterprises, including craft ones.
Furthermore, the aforementioned report presented very interesting results of researches related with sources for fi nancing SME sector enterprises on the Polish market. Sources for fi nancing were defi ned as follows: "In 2011, similarly as in previous years, domineering source for fi nancing SME sector investments in Poland were own resources -63.4%. Second place was taken by resources coming from national credits and loans -17.5%, and third place -by foreign resources -9%. Signifi cantly lower meaning was attributed to remaining sources such as: budget resources -3.6%, other sources -5.3% or unfi nanced outputs -1.2%" [22] .
The bigger the enterprise, the bigger the engagement of own resources for fi nancing investments (small companies -59.44%, medium -65.58%, and big -73.72%), what is decided by their economic potential. National budget resources are mainly used by big enterprises (4.72%), then small (3.68%) and medium ones (3.34%), which means that big enterprises more frequently use public resources than small ones, whereas, the investment scale in big companies is higher. On the other hand, small enterprises are a leader in using credits and loans (small -19.26%, medium -16.3%, big -5.99%) and foreign resources (small 10.81%, medium 7.98% and big 5.62%). The biggest changes in the structure of fi nancing investments in comparison with 2010 can be observed in small and big enterprises. Small companies in 2011, to a bigger extend fi nanced investments from credits and loans (an increase by 2.61 p.p.), whereas, they used foreign resources to a lower extend (a decrease by 3.53 p.p.). Simultaneously, other sources input increased (by 2.52 p.p.) in their fi nancing structure. Big companies to a bigger extend than in the previous year used their own resources (an increase by 2.34 p.p.), resigning in exchange from fi nancing from national credits and loans (a decrease by 2.38 p.p.) and using to a bigger extend other sources (an increase by 2.83 p.p.) [22] .
Another important issue is the output structure in compliance with fi xed assets groups. In the quoted report, this issue was characterized in the following manner: "structure of investment outputs in compliance with fi xed assets groups in SME, in 2011, had a tendency to remain at a similar level to the one in 2010. SME allocate the majority, i.e. half of the resources intended to investment, into buildings and construction (50.8%). On the other hand, one third of investment resources is allocated to machines and equipment (30.9%), whereas, there is a downwards tendency noticeable in this category (a decrease from 44.4% in 2006). In case of remaining groups of fi xed assets, e.g. means of transport, it is diffi cult to determine trends. The smaller the enterprise, the bigger the share of outputs on buildings and construction (micro -54.6%, small -62.1%, medium -41.0%, big -39.9%) and means of transport (micro -23.7%, small -11.1%, medium -18.0%, big -9.0%). It is caused by a smaller economical potential of small entities and the cost scale related with this type of investments. Therefore, smaller entities can allocate to the equipment such as machines and devices relatively less resources (micro -27.1%, small -25.6%, medium -40.5%, and big -49.9%), which causes their technological underinvestment" [22] .
A separate and extremely important issue related with fi nancing the activity of SME sector enterprises, including the craft ones, apart from investment activity comprises in fi nancing current operations, e.g. as purchase Finance of materials and raw materials necessary to produce services, energy and others. Another crucial issue related with functioning and fi nancing activities of enterprises of this sector, including craft ones, comprises in e.g. market (clients) dictate, where they locate their products and services by forcing long payment terms (granting commercial credits). Additionally, SME sector enterprises, including craft ones, generate the need for fi nancial resource fi lling in the gap resulting from fi nancing their clients.
Moreover, the article defi nes the area related with availability of selected tools, instruments and conceptions for fi nancing functioning of craft enterprises.
Research Methodology
Research results presented herein are based on the information collected as a result of a survey conducted among craft enterprises. The territorial area of researches of craft enterprises' functioning covered all voivodeships. Currently, in Poland there are approximately 330,000 craft enterprises registered in the Polish Craft Association. On the grounds of this number, a research sample was defi ned at a level of 1,422 craft enterprises. The research sample was selected at random. During conducting research, two research layers were considered. First, territorial one (covering all territory of Poland, since all voivodeships are basically correlated with craft chambers); second one: a form of conducted activity (very important from the point of view of obtaining selected tools and instruments for fi nancing craft enterprises). The period of conducting researches among craft enterprises associated in the Polish Craft Association covers all year 2013.
The tailor-made survey, used to conduct the research, included a set of orderly questions corresponding to the goal of the research. At the beginning of the survey a register characterizing the enterprises that participated in the survey was placed.
The authors decided to use this form of research due to the fact that the survey questionnaire is a useful tool to receive the respondents' opinion. The information obtained from the respondents by means of questionnaires provided the team with valuable information which enabled to reach proper conclusions.
Survey research is one of the most frequently used and the most commonly quoted type of public opinion research. As a matter of fact, due to two elements i.e. simplicity and usefulness, it is the only tool used on a widescale in the scientifi c projects, also worldwide. It is extremely useful during the research conducted among companies since it enables segmentation, construction of an enterprise profi le as well as provides information about the opinions and preferences of the respondents.
The survey, if skillfully used, gives enormous possibilities to conduct basic analysis and provide comprehensive insight.
The survey questionnaire was prepared in a classical (paper) version as well as electronic one. In order to execute researches with the use of a survey questionnaire in a classical version, craft chambers functioning in each voivodeship in the territory of Poland, guilds associated within particular craft chambers and the Polish Craft Association associating all craft chambers and guilds in Poland were asked for cooperation.
Furthermore, within virtualization of functioning of craft enterprises and institutions associating them (guilds, craft chambers, the Polish Craft Association), an electronic version of a survey questionnaire was also prepared. Unfortunately, this form of conducting researches failed. A return of sent survey questionnaires reached a level of 3%. The result being a consequence of a lack of or a low degree of using digital environment in functioning of craft enterprises inclines to conclude on the necessity to conduct detailed researches on this element of functioning of craft enterprises operating in dynamically developing digital environment -the Internet. The return of survey questionnaires prepared in a classical form amounted to approximately 90%, which gives 1,280 responses.
A method of participant observation was applied in researches on craft enterprises. Two co-authors of the article work or cowork with craft chambers and with the Polish Craft Association. This method proved to be particularly useful while formulating and verifying motions. Finance with fi nancing craft enterprises, among others, referring to using such instruments, tools and conceptions for fi nancing enterprises, as: credit, leasing, factoring, loan or subsidy. What is more, the survey questionnaire included questions allowing defi ning barriers in using them by the craft enterprises. It also contained questions on European Union funds as a source of fi nancing, as well as questions regarding using help of institutions supporting entrepreneurs from socalled business environment. Researched craft enterprises had various legal forms, starting from natural persons conducting economic activity, through civil partnerships, registered partnerships and limited liability companies. From among associated enterprises the majority, i.e. 65.55% of surveyed companies, were made by natural persons conducting economic activity.
Research Results

Enterprises associated in the Polish
In order to learn more about research craft enterprises, the survey also included a question concerning a number of persons employed in an enterprise.
The number of employed persons in researched craft enterprises associated in guilds was as follows:   up to 10 persons are employed by 839 from among research companies, which constitutes 65.55%,   11-50 persons are employed by 441 from among research companies, that is, 34,45%. The size of companies broken down by the type of craft is presented in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 presents data of micro-enterprises as well as small enterprises taking into account each group of respondents as 100% (separately for micro-enterprises and separately for small enterprises). Fig. 2 presents enterprises divided in accordance with the represented craft including all enterprises regardless of their size (1,280 companies).
Using Instruments of Support for Enterprises, such as: Credit, Leasing, Factoring, Loan, Subsidy and Others
As a result of analyzing the information from survey questionnaires it was stated that a majority of researched enterprises -45.00% (including 23.20% of micro enterprises and 21.80% of small enterprises) used a credit as a manner of fi nancing activity regarding investment as well as operations ( Fig. 3) .
Presented result is identical as the one presented in other sources. Craft enterprises did not indicate any type of credit, its hedging or purpose, e.g. investment or operational.
Leasing as a form of fi nancing (in the layer of fi xed assets) was used by 27% of researched companies (including 20.78% of micro enterprises and 6.25% of small enterprises). In a prevailing part, respondents pointed to operational leasing as a basic type of used leasing -a way of fi nancing investments -fi xed assets. Among others, the use of lease back in craft enterprises regarding tangible and intangible fi xed assets was not noted in the research. A lack of using such a conception for fi nancing increases the risk of craft enterprises' functioning on the Polish market.
The results of researched craft enterprises show that 12.03% of enterprises used borrowing (10.63% micro and 1.41% small). It came as Finance a huge surprise that only one enterprise used factoring. Due to big payment gridlocks occurring on the Polish market, it might seem that factoring is a conception that allows: speeding up trading, lowering the risk of enterprise's functioning (the bank acts as an analyst of risk of SME sector enterprises' clients), maintenance of solvency at a relevant level. Among reasons for the aforementioned situation one can defi nitely defi ne the following factors:
1. Availability of the service aimed at enterprises and offered by the banks and their boundary conditions. 2. Education of the craft enterprises' owner on the advantages and disadvantages of using factoring. 3. Economic-fi nancial results for craft enterprises (a level of necessary payments for the enterprise -particularly important with a low profi tability of provided products and services).
Fig. 1: Craft types broken down by the company size
Source: own 4, XVIII, 2015
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Using subsidies was reported in total by 52 enterprises, which constitutes 4.06% of the surveyed entities. Subsidies were allocated to:   establishment of a new workplace -in case of 17 enterprises,   setting up an enterprise -in case of 35 enterprises.
No surveyed enterprise enumerated other support instruments that could be used by them. The results showed that 15.45 % of micro enterprises did not indicate any form of support, however 8.75 % of small companies does not use any of the enlisted support instruments.
Using National, European Union Funds
Question 4 included in the survey questionnaire was as follows: Did the enterprise use or has been using national, European Union funds or did the enterprise apply for them?
Only 189 (that is: 14.77%; 8.91% micro and 5.86% small companies) from among researched enterprises associated in guilds answered this question affi rmatively. Remaining enterprises never used and do not use any such funds and never applied for them. This result shows a very negative phenomenon confi rmed in conducted researches implying functioning of craft enterprises particularly in the context of an "old" (2007-2014) perspective of fi nancing with European Union resources. It also points to a big challenge in this aspect, in a new perspective of fi nancing projects with European Union resources (2014-2020). Among reasons for such a situation, one can, among others, defi ne to following factors: 1. Competence barrier in drawing up a relevant motion to an institution fi nancing projects. 2. Addressing priorities and terms and conditions of announced contest improperly.
Fig. 2:
Types of craft in the analyzed enterprises (including both micro enterprises and small enterprises) Finance 3. Economic-fi nancial barrier for craft enterprises (big fees paid "in advance") for drawing up projects. 4. Improper structure of announced contests on so-called soft projects and so-called hard -investment projects. 5. A long period of time in possibility of commercial use of realized projects (3 or 5 years depending on a level of subsidy). 6. A long period of drawing up, assessment and taking decisions for projects.
Subject of Funding
Another question included in the survey questionnaire regarded a subject of funding from among enumerated support forms. As an answer, 10 propositions were made and a possibility to give other answers was also given.
Most often researched craft enterprises allocated obtained fi nancing to construction and renovation -according to answers given by as many as 320 respondents, which amounts to 25% of researched enterprises ( Fig. 4 ). This result is slightly different from the one presented in a report on the SME sector situation, where 50% of micro enterprises allocate obtained funds to investments in buildings and constructions. In case of craft enterprises functioning, as a rule, for several years or several dozens of years (in majority, family enterprises), managed to establish during many years of activity a proper level of fi xed assets, including in a form necessary for production and services provided for buildings and constructions.
Next in terms of size subject of funding craft enterprises were machines and devices, which was indicated by 269 enterprises (19%). From the point of view of innovative behaviors and limitation of risk of craft enterprises' functioning on the Polish market, this result is unsatisfactory. However, it should be noted that the view in this aspect is unclear, among others, with regard to using all types and varieties of leasing. Also common use of outsourcing (according to different types, functions, products, services and conceptions) allows an access to the newest technical-technological solutions and, therefore, an access to modern machines and devices without a need to buy them, at the same time limiting a risk of such an investment.
Among researched craft enterprises, 20% allocated obtained fi nancial resources to buying means of transport.
Fig. 3: Support instruments for companies
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Purchasing real estates was indicated by 9% of craft enterprises. Very disturbing results were stated in the area of craft enterprises' fi nancing for new technologies (know-how), where only 4% among the researched entities confi rmed purchasing them with obtained fi nancial resources. In order to raise competitiveness and, at the same time, to decrease the risk of craft enterprises' functioning, it is necessary to drastically increase a share of fi nancing purchases of know-how, licenses and other intangible assets. Other aspect functioning in correlation with this area is the use of franchising.
Research result at a level of 6% in using fi nancial resources by craft enterprises to conduct trainings for employees is commensurate to the situation of training market in Poland. Generally, the market is overregulated with an immense number of offered trainings, including free trainings proposed within socalled "soft" projects fi nanced with European Union resources. A huge misunderstanding in this area comprises in e.g. a ban on conducting trainings certifi ed with European Union funds, e.g. regarding health and safety at work -necessary and extremely important for functioning of each enterprise, including SME sector enterprise and thus, craft enterprise.
Purchase of hardware and software was confi rmed by 68 enterprises. 23 enterprises, which constitutes a little more than 2% of respondents, allocated obtained fi nancial resources to increasing employment. 53 enterprises allocated obtained resources to counseling services.
No researched enterprise allocated obtained resources to implementing certifi cation in the enterprise. No respondents marked any other subject of funding than the ones enumerated.
Barriers in Using Services
Question no. 6 in the survey questionnaire regarded existing barriers in using services in Finance the subject of funding craft enterprises' activities. As a closed question seven possibilities and an answer "other (please enumerate)" were given. Respondents could have also circled several answers. Among barriers defi ned by craft enterprises the following were enumerated: 1. Too complex bureaucracy was indicated by as many as 1,139 respondents, that is 88.98% (57.42% micro and 31.56% small). 2. Unsatisfactory hedging was indicated by as many as 39.06% (29.14% micro and 9.92% small) of researched companies. 3. Poor economic-fi nancial results of craft enterprises were pointed to by 18.98%, that is, 243 enterprises. 4. A lack of own shares -16.02% (10.08 micro and 5.98% small) pointed to this barrier. 5. Complicated provisions -13.98% (8.91% micro and 5.08% small) of research subjects pointed to this barrier. The results of the analysis are presented in detail in Fig. 5 A result of a research on barriers in using fi nancing craft enterprises' activities, where a barrier related with bureaucracy is enumerated in the fi rst place, constitutes a very disturbing phenomenon. The research results presented herein remain in correlation with the results presented by the Report drawn up by Bank PKO SA for all SME sector published in 2014. Among barriers indicated in this report, "bureaucracy burden" took fourth place in the list of the biggest infl uence (in 2012 -3.51) and in 2013, a result of 3.27 (where, 1 stood for a lack of barrier, and 5 -a very important barrier). In the same report, a barrier in form of "an access to external fi nancing" took eleventh place on a list of the biggest infl uence with a result (in 2012 -2.62) and in 2013 -2.34. It is a clear signal for: 1. Polish legislator. 2. Banks. 3. Other fi nancial markets' institutions. 4. Business environment institutions. 5. Local self-governments, in particular of a voivodeship level.
Employers' associations (including Craft
Guilds and Chambers and the Polish Craft Association). Bureaucracy as well as complicated procedures are one of the main obstacles in cooperation of small and medium enterprises with institutions offering external sources of fi nancing. The problem is clearly observed in small and medium enterprises, and at the same time, it also is observed by institutions supporting entrepreneurship. According to the authors and entrepreneurs who participated in the research, the procedures concerning the required documents shall be simplifi ed and the
Fig. 5: Barriers in using services
Finance requirements before and after receiving the fi nancial support shall be relaxed.
For the enumerated institutions and others these results constitute a serious signal for working over changing strategy regarding bureaucratic burdens in general, including burdens related with obtaining external fi nancing for enterprises, including also craft ones. Among directions for changes one can defi nitely enumerate the following: 1. Increasing the use of digital environment (the Internet). 2. Bigger use of outsourcing by craft enterprises (in particular, regarding focusing on basic activity). 3. A change in the philosophy of the activity of business environment institutions from the area of consulting and trainings to the area of drawing up and implementing particular applications for example for: credits, leasing contracts, franchising contracts, outsourcing projects contracts and others with a minimum fee or, in selected cases, without fee.
Assistance of Institutions Supporting Entrepreneurs
Question regarding assistance of supporting institutions was as follows: Does the enterprise use the assistance of institutions supporting entrepreneurs? Two forms of answers were proposed: affi rmative and negative. In case of an affi rmative answer, one should have enumerated these institutions and described a scope of assistance. Respondents from enterprises associated in organizations of craft economic selfgovernment many times used services of these organizations and indicated in their answers cooperating, among others, with institutions, such as:   regional economic chambers,   regional fi nancing institutions,   consultation points. Support areas comprised in areas such as:   environmental protection,   public procurement,   health and safety at work,   labor law,   training juvenile employees,   fi nancial forms of supporting craft activities,   structural funds.
Another question concerned an assessment of hitherto cooperation between craft enterprises and these institutions. The results were as follows: 1. 57.97% respondents described the cooperation as very good, 2. 43.44% -as good.
The researches results show that within the area of relations and cooperation with business environment institutions (craft enterprises) many things should be supplemented and improved. This refers in particular to bureaucratic burdens defi ned in the context of research on barriers.
Tenth research question included in the survey questionnaire concerned an intention to use assistance of organizations and institutions supporting entrepreneurs in the future. 100% of surveyed associated enterprises answered this question affi rmatively, which seems obvious, since they remain members of various craft guilds. Such a result of researches is on one hand very interesting, among others, due to: 1. The possibility to network craft enterprises, including defi ning clusters. 2. Strong representation ("voice" in discussion and implementation) in defi ning and implementing projects eliminating e.g. bureaucratic barriers. 3. The use of a synergy effect, e.g. in creating intangible assets, creating and hedging intellectual property of particular craft enterprises as well as their employees. 4. Effective competition on the global market in spite of functioning on a local market.
Optimization of a risk of conducting activity by craft enterprises.
On the other hand, it provides new requirements in co-operation (e.g. direction of the development of co-operation through clusters) between craft enterprises, their relation with closer and further environment institutions, as well as creating new competences both, as a craft enterprise and its particular employees, e.g. in the aspect of using virtual space.
Micro vs. Small Craft Enterprises -Statistical Differences
Additionally, statistical analysis for the purposes of statistical hypothesis verifi cation was conducted: "Is the difference between the craft enterprises employing up to 10 employees and enterprises employing from 11 to 50 employees statistically relevant?" For this purpose, 11 characteristics defi ned for micro enterprises and small enterprises were taken into consideration. The variables included Finance the following data: using support instruments such as credit, leasing, loan or grant as well as not using any forms of support, using national funds, barriers hindering fi nancing services such bureaucracy, insuffi cient security measures, weak economical and fi nancial results, lack of equity contribution and complicated regulations. For this purpose structure index (statistical test for two structure index; partial tests of proportions between small and micro enterprises) was used.
This test assume: tested feature X in the two populations has a distribution two-point (zero-one) with unknown parameters p 1 and p 2 , respectively. We have two samples with frequency n 1 , n 2 >100 and we assume α=0.05. H: p 1 = p 2 K: p 1 ≠ p 2 . The test results showed:
A. Support instruments for companies: True hypothesis K: p 1 ≠ p 2 . Index p 1 and p 2 are statistically different for: 1. credit, 2. leasing, 3. loan. Micro and small enterprises differ signifi cantly from each other in case of "credit", "leasing" and "loan" as a one of support instruments for companies.
True hypothesis H: p 1 = p 2 . Index p 1 and p 2 are not statistically different (they are the same) for: 1. subsidy, 2. no support, 3. using national funds. Micro and small enterprises does not differ signifi cantly from each other in case of "subsidy", "no support" and "using national funds" as a one of support instruments for companies. B. Barriers in using services in fi nancial subject: True hypothesis K: p 1 ≠ p 2 . Index p 1 and p 2 are statistically different for: 1. bureaucracy 2. unsatisfactory hedging 3. poor economicfi nancial results. Micro and small enterprises differ signifi cantly from each other in case of "bureaucracy", "unsatisfactory hedging" and "poor economicfi nancial results" as barriers in using services in fi nancial subject.
True hypothesis H: p 1 = p 2 . Index p 1 and p 2 are not statistically different (they are the same) for: 1. lack of own shares, 2. complicated provisions.
Micro and small enterprises does not differ signifi cantly from each other in case of "lack of own shares" and "complicated provisions" as barriers in using services in fi nancial subject.
The Knowledge of Possibilities of Financial Support from European Union Funds
This question was posed in the following way: Is the enterprise familiar with possibilities of fi nancial support from European Union funds? Three possible answers to this question were proposed: a) Yes. b) No, but I am interested in learning about such an offer. c) No, since we shall not be applying for such a form of support.
The results of researches show that as many as 63% of craft enterprises pointed to option b).
Such result is surprising, considering the period and number (including, in particular, the number of trainings and other "soft" projects theoretically providing knowledge on the aforementioned researched topic) of realized European Union projects and even projects realized before accession and a number of engaged institutions and enterprises. This result shows, that on the Polish market there is a problem with the quality (effectiveness) and type of projects defi ned within contests on using European Union funds, including using funds for drawing up particular projects, including the ones addressed at craft enterprises.
Conclusions
Identifi cation of sources for fi nancing activity (both, in the investment and operational aspect) of craft enterprises constitutes a complex process. Decisions related with obtaining fi nancing in particular for SME sector enterprises, including the craft ones, are of a strategic character. Consequences of wrong decisions can turn out disastrous not only for the development, but also for further functioning of the enterprise, its "survival" on the market. Criteria that can be used for selection thereof include:   development strategy,   a level of the need for resources,   cost and general terms and conditions of obtaining resources,   preferences of the owner with regard 4, XVIII, 2015
Finance to the type of allocation e.g.: buildings, constructions, machines, equipment, knowhow and others,   a level of the enterprise's indebtedness,   local fi nancial infrastructure (in a form of functioning subsidiaries, branches of various fi nancial markets' institutions e.g. banks, factoring enterprises, leasing enterprises and others),   SME development support system, provided, predominantly, by institutions of closer or further environment thereof.
Preferences for particular sources decide on the choice between internal and external capital [28] . From the point of view of the enterprise's development, the ownership structure of the capital, including own and foreign capital, has a signifi cant meaning while selecting a fi nancing source. It has a crucial meaning in the context of possible decisions taken by the enterprise in order to obtain external fi nancing sources, credit rating assessment and others.
A literary query conducted within this scope shows that own resources, credits, leasing and loans are used as a fi nancing form for craft economic activity of enterprises associated in organizations of craft economic self-government.
The results of conducted researches confi rm that craft enterprises at a level of 45% use credits as a source of fi nancing their operative as well as investment activity. Financing conceptions such as: leasing, loans, outsourcing, factoring, sale of shares, issue of bonds and others are enumerated as next ones.
Small number of craft enterprises use national and European Union funds. Thus obtained capital was allocated by the craftsmen mainly to constructions and renovations, machines and equipment, means of transport and real estates.
The results of researches presented herein remain in correlation with the results of researches presented among others in reports:   from 2013, on the situation of SME sector drawn up by PARP,   from 2014, on the situation of SME sector enterprises issued by Bank PKO SA.
The research results are in correlation with the data included in the scientifi c publications. The vast majority of small and medium companies uses self-fi nancing for the purposes of current and investment activities. With reference to foreign capital, an expensive and inaccessible credit is the most popular form of fi nancing.
Enterprises have preferred to fi nance their investment from their own sources for many years, what is confi rmed by the research conducted by the National Bank of Poland and the Central Offi ce of Statistics [15] , [31] . It is a structural factor limiting the credit demand among enterprises.
In many cases craft enterprises are familyowned ones with a tradition of many years (or even several hundreds of years) and they conduct diversifi ed and determined by their specifi c character policy of obtaining sources for fi nancing comprising in:   using defi ned (determined with e.g. many years of cooperation) sources of fi nancing, what in selected cases results even in sole dependency on a particular institution of fi nancial market, even at the expense of the effectiveness of used fi nancial instruments,   limited trust in modern instruments for fi nancing activity, such as, e.g.: factoring, outsourcing and others,   signifi cant criterion for this type of enterprises remains a limited risk in using fi nancial instruments,   precise estimation of the risk of family enterprise's functioning (of a craft enterprise) with the basic criterion -the functioning time of the enterprise for future generations,   higher awareness of family enterprises, including craft ones, in comparison with other enterprises, also the SME sector, to the required by fi nancial markets institutions co-fi nancing in particular instruments e.g. own participation in loans, national and foreign (e.g. European Union) subsidies and others,   higher awareness of family enterprises, including craft ones, in comparison with other enterprises, also the SME sector, of the consequences of obtaining external sources for fi nancing operational and investment activities, e.g. in the context of granted credit's hedging. Results of researches presented, among others, in quoted, periodical reports (issued by PARP and Bank PKO SA) show that in many cases, family enterprises, including craft ones of such character, prefer using sources, such as:
Finance   Owner's own resources,   owner's family resources,   loans from friends, with all related consequences, e.g.: economicfi nancial, tax, legal and social, many times negative ones.
Irrespectively of reasons for such type of behaviors, they bring about essential benefi t comprising in engaging in economic activity resources that have been put aside for socalled a rainy day [5] .
According to the report on the situation of micro and small enterprises, the year 2012 (Report issued by Bank PKO SA) brought about an increase in new credits for enterprises. Own resources remained the most frequent source for fi nancing investment in companies. Banks sharpened credit policy in the enterprise segment, predominantly with regard to margins and required hedging [22] , [23] , [24] . 2013 was a year that characterized with a low speed in increase of enterprises' credits and companies once again most frequently fi nanced new investments with own resources. In 2013 enterprises applied for a credit less frequently than in 2012. The most frequent reasons for rejecting applications for credits comprised in a lack of credibility or credibility inadequate with banks' requirements [16] . This study includes results of researches conducted on a very important area and presents them both, from the point of view of craft enterprises and stakeholders from their closer and further environment, that is, it defi nes barriers in obtaining resources for fi nancing operational and investment activities of these enterprises.
Craft enterprises pointed to some barriers, among others:   as the main barrier -too complicated bureaucracy,   the second -unsatisfactory hedging (a lack of own share) that craft enterprises must be at a disposal of. Further, defi ned barriers with the biggest share in their structure refer to both, craft enterprises (predominantly, with regard to the economic-fi nancial condition), and, predominantly, indicate much too big imperfection of relations with institutions of their closer and further environment. Many of the aforementioned institutions should, as a rule, eliminate defi ned barriers in a direct form, e.g.: through organizing low interestbearing loan funds together with banks from European funds. In this aspect, accepting and dividing risk related with fi nancing particular projects in craft enterprises remains extremely valuable and, to same extend, bureaucracy should be limited to an essential and necessary extend.
The fact that craft enterprises show a low level of using modern instruments and conceptions for fi nancing their investment and operations activities, including e.g.: factoring, lease back, outsourcing and others, should be strongly underlined. Nevertheless, mainly institutions functioning on fi nancial markets must consider such business partners as craft enterprises at the same time assuming in the initial phase of cooperation that they shall have to incur bigger outputs to draw up particular projects predominantly due to a low level of specialist competences of craft enterprises. In the long run the result for institutions of fi nancial markets (among others, as a consequence of mutual trust) shall comprise in the fact that the cooperation with craft enterprises shall generate an increase in revenues due to sales of own products both, with regard to the value and to the quality.
Due to the meaning of SME sector, including craft enterprises, in the economy of each country, elimination or limitation of defi ned herein barriers in obtaining fi nancial resources both, on the operational and investment activity, as a consequence, contributes to survival and development of enterprises. The above situation translates into: generating new work positions, innovative behaviors of craft enterprises, including their employees, increasing craft enterprises' incomes, increasing state incomes and local community incomes.
The results of the conducted tests (structure index) showed that there are statistically relevant differences between the craft enterprises employing up to 10 employees and the enterprises employing from 11 to 50 employees in case of: "credit", "leasing", "loan", "bureaucracy", "unsatisfactory hedging" and "poor economic-fi nancial results".The results of the conducted tests showed that there are not any statistically relevant differences between the craft enterprises employing up to 10 employees and the enterprises employing from 11 to 50 employees in case of: "subsidy", "no support", "using national funds", "lack of own shares" and "complicated provisions".
